
 

 (Hymn:  Praise to the Lord, the Almighty.) 

>>FAY:  You may be seated.  And will you join 

with me in prayer, please? 

Lord God Almighty, you have taught us through 

the life and ministry of Jesus of Nazareth that what we 

do to one another, we do to you.  God, our planet full 

of 7 billion people and all that you created is in pain.  

And while we lift up all of your creation in prayer on 

this morning, we especially lift up our nation that finds 

itself deeply divided and deeply hurting this morning. 

We call out to you, asking you, as a parent 

comforts their child, that you will comfort us.  Comfort 

us not that we would slide back into disbelief and 

apathy of the evils around us, not comfort that we 

might ignore how we participate in systems of evil, but 

give just enough comfort that we can hear anew your 

words of warning and your words of justice. 

Holy One, we confess that for many of us we 

believed or at least we wanted to believe that racism, 

anti-Semitism, and systemic hate were a thing of the 

past, that we had moved on, that we were better, 

smarter people, that it was something that we only 

read about in history books and watched in 

documentaries.   

We want to believe that the hateful rhetoric was 

just from ignorant people who didn't know any better 

or who suffered from the lack of a good education.  

We just couldn't believe that educated people and 



people who had grown up in the church could have 

such ideas.  And yet, in many cases, the church 

permeated the hate, either in its bad teaching or in its 

silence. 

And for these and for all the ways that we 

dismissed and participated in the systems of evil, God, 

we confess our sins.  We lay them out before you and 

we ask for your forgiveness. 

As we begin anew today, we pray that we will 

have the courage to look at our own lives and take 

note of our privilege, that we will reflect on how we 

have perpetuated evil, that we will forgive ourselves 

and one another and that we will commit to a renewed 

call to your justice.  In our places of employment, in 

our places of education, in our city, in our state, and in 

our nation we are committed to working to bring about 

fairness and justice for all.  And we pray, O God, as 

we do so, we do so with the knowledge that not 

everyone will agree with us.  And we do so with the 

knowledge and the belief that they, too, are our 

brother and sister, made in your image. 

O God, on this morning I pray that we, like Jacob 

and Esau, that we like Joseph and his brothers, that 

we like Rachel and Leah  be divided by 

misunderstanding and jealousy and fear, that we find 

our way back to one another, to our brothers and 

sisters and through your grace that saves wretches, 

that we find healing and wholeness.  God, as we pray 

this prayer, we also come to you in a moment to lift up 



the silent prayers of our hearts.  

(A moment of silent prayer was observed.) 

>>FAY:  O Lord, hear our prayers and hear us as 

we pray the prayer that your son taught us, saying:  

When you pray, pray like this: 

(The Lord's Prayer was prayed.)  

(Scripture reading by Rachel Kintner of Genesis 

37:12-28 and Matthew 14:25-29.) 

(Special music by Jeehan Park.) 

(Applause.)  

>>SIMON:  You know why they were quiet, 

Jeehan?  They wanted to hear more.  

(Microphone malfunction.) 

What am I doing wrong?  Are we up again?  

Okay.   

Yeah.  You know when your microphone cuts 

off, God is trying to say something.  You've got to be 

careful. 

We are moving from the story of Jacob to the 

story of Joseph.  And I want you to bear with me 

because I've done some modifications to the 

manuscript after all these events in Virginia.  So there 

is Joseph, Father Israel's favorite son.  But he's the 

last.  Shouldn't have been the favorite.  It should 

have been the first son.  But it is so in this material.   

And the brothers are out taking care of the flock.  

They have come to Shechem.  And as they are taking 

care of the flock, they look up and they see Joseph 

coming.  Father Israel loved Joseph so much that 



Father Israel made him this robe  of many colors with 

ribbons and all kinds of beautiful things. 

And so it was easy to spot him.  The brothers 

look out there at this guy in this fancy robe and says, 

there comes the dream boy; you kill him, you kill the 

dream. 

What was the dream that they were talking 

about?  This boy, Joseph, has these dreams in which 

his brothers will bow down to him.  And then he has a 

second dream and in the second dream even the moon 

and the sun bow down.  And the parents are 

wondering, Joseph, you mean to say even we -- just 

not your brothers, but even us, father and mother, we 

should bow down to you and be your servants.  I don't 

see a good response from Joseph.  He had a chance 

to say something.  He didn't. 

So there they are.  They look and they see this 

boy and they know that that dream is a subversive 

dream.  That dream could rearrange all the power 

structures and ownership because in that dream the 

last boy, Joseph, can become the one who will inherit 

all the wealth of Father Israel.   

And you don't give up wealth easily without 

bloodshed.  And so they say:  Let's kill him; we kill 

him, we can maintain the power structure the way it is.  

It will not be rearranged.  And when it is rearranged, 

you do not know where you will fall. 

And they conspired against Joseph to kill him.  

Can I warn you here in this part?  It is not just true in 



relationships.  It is true in our nation's life and 

sometimes even in church life that disagreements are 

no longer just disagreement with someone for what 

they believe, but disagreements have become so 

poisonous that we have to hate the person with whom 

we disagree.  And we want to create them in the kind 

of image that is not even human.  Conspiracies have 

become so deadly that the hatred spills into the kind of 

violence that we saw in Virginia. 

We are no longer people who disagree and want 

to come up with better solutions.  Our disagreement 

is to completely destroy the people with whom we 

disagree.  In our own mind we have created the kind 

of monsters of people with whom we have difficulty or 

disagreement.  And that goes and it permeates every 

aspect of our lives.  We think it is just something that 

happened in Virginia, but it creeps into your heart and 

soul.  It creeps into the life of family, work, church, 

and everywhere.  

Why is it that we continue to go this path of being 

poison to a level where we just cannot see human 

beings to human beings, conversation, agreements 

and disagreements?  Why does it have to be where 

these are the people we agree with and we love; these 

are the people we do not agree with who seem to 

threaten what our preconceived notions of life in 

nation ought to be, and therefore our contempt, our 

contempt would go to the extent of deadly violence. 

You know what can you and I do about it?  Could 



we do a decree today, Madison Avenue Christian 

Church says this and all the violence would cease?  

No.  But we can do this.  We can start with yourself.  

These things don't just happen by accident.   

Yes, it is easy for anger and hatred and doubt 

and envy to loom large in ourselves.  We have the 

propensity to go that route, but there is something 

much more cynical and much more dangerous that is 

happening in our nation's life. 

We have religious voices.  We have political 

agendas.  We have talk shows of radio and television 

that continue to fan the flame of hatred.  What can 

you and I do?  You and I can say no, and not listen to 

that kind of propaganda that just simply continues to 

increase the temperature and make you people who 

would point fingers and say, I hate these people, I hate 

these people; not just people whom we disagree with 

but people with whom we have visceral hatred.   

You know what, folks, all these hidden agendas 

that cause us to flame our anger even further, there is 

something more dangerous than that that is 

happening, which is it is robbing our soul, each and 

every one of us.  It is robbing our soul to the extent 

that we no longer can just simply live as children of 

God and celebrate life when we look around and see 

others as children of God created in God's very own 

image. 

And this division has gone so much that we no 

longer are just people looking around and seeing the 



beauty of everything that God has made, which there 

is plenty.  If you and I are -- have gotten to the point 

where we just think and talk as if everything is awful, it 

isn't so.  There is enormous beauty.  The world is 

endowed with enormous hope within each and every 

one of us.  Even around very hateful moments there is 

that part that lingers and wants us to act like children 

of God.  But until we turn off these voices that are 

continuing to spew hatred and anger for their own 

vested interest, until we do that, we are not going to be 

free. 

We're not going to be a nation that would 

celebrate with joy that all are created equal.  We are 

not a nation that could simply take delight in saying we 

are a city upon a hill.  It would not be so with the kind 

of hatred and division that is occupying us.  So thank 

you for letting me wander for a bit.  I needed to do 

that. 

So there they are.  There is a conspiracy that is 

brewing.  The brothers are talking amongst 

themselves, and they say:  Let's get him.  Joseph, he 

may have a beautiful coat, he may have splendid 

dreams, and in his dream he is the most important 

person, everybody else is going to bow down.  Go get 

him. 

And so they plot.  And then there is Reuben.  

And Reuben says or thinks to himself, oh no, we don't 

want to kill our brother.  Let's not kill our brother.   

You know, those voices linger among us.  That 



voice lingers in us, too, where we think how can we 

stop all the darkness and how can we be part of lifting 

the cloud so that there'll be sunshine again.  

Reuben thinks, I've got to do something.  And he 

plots.  And if you go to the story that was not told 

today, he plots, saying, let me talk my brothers into 

putting him into a pit.  We'll put him in a pit and let 

Joseph be in the pit for a while. I'll come back later and 

do the rescue.  That's what Reuben thinks.   

So they put Joseph in a pit and they have taken 

off the fancy robe and they have decided to take this 

robe and dip it in blood and take it to father and say, 

Father, look what happened to poor Joseph.  The 

wonderful, beautifuler dreamer that he was, he's dead, 

how sad. 

So they put Joseph in a pit.  And there sits 

Joseph.  Folks, we know one thing, that if we are 

looking at all these fragile characters in the Bible from 

Abraham to Paul, if we are looking at these characters 

and we think that somehow they are going to get us to 

understand our lives better, we are looking at the Bible 

wrong. 

They may help us how not to do some things, 

help us how to do some things.  We know this much, 

that Biblical narratives are essentially and 

fundamentally about God, how God operates.  So 

don't look at all these things.  So I don't want to be like 

him; yes, I want to be him like.  That's not true.  All of 

them are fragile. 



So there is Joseph sitting in the pit where there's 

no water, says the text.  And the brothers have 

departed.  And Joseph is there.  Can I pause for a 

moment? 

We have all been in that pit.  Maybe not in that 

kind of a dangerous situation, but we have been in that 

pit, no water, no sunshine, it's damp, it's deadly, it's 

scary.  And when we are in that pit, oh, yeah, all of a 

sudden we get pretty close to how we should be 

praying.   

To me, sometimes those pit in my childhood days 

was a math exam.  And I'd become very pious and 

pray so hard, saying, I will listen to my parents, let me 

get my math test done.  Please, God, help me.   

Oh, there's more happening in that pit with 

Joseph.  He's sitting in that pit and thinking, maybe I 

should not have said that, maybe I should not have 

been so boastful about my dream, maybe I should not 

have alienated by brothers the way I did, maybe when 

my father gave me that robe, I should have said, 

Father, how come just me, what about the rest.  

Maybe I should not have walked around like I am the 

center of the universe, maybe I should not have 

manipulated my parents in such a way that they 

showed such partiality towards me even though I am 

the last child.   

I am sure he went through a litany of things that 

he should not have done.  Maybe he went through a 

litany of things in terms of assigning blame, saying 



what awful brothers they are.  Even though I am my 

parents' favorite child, I kind of like my brothers.  Why 

did they did do this to me?  I've been good.   

Why do bad things happen to good people?  

Why do good things happen to bad people?  I don't 

know.  I'm sure that he was thinking all of these 

horrible things that he did, that should have pleased 

his brothers.  And he's sitting there feeling terrible 

because he was so ignored by his brothers and finally 

they got to the point where they want to kill him. 

He was thinking about all those things.  You and 

I go through that moment.  And we are thinking how 

we could have done things differently so that we are 

not in this pit in this time in history.  What could we 

have done to avoid. 

Now, Joseph may be thinking, I have to find a 

way of surviving in this pit.  I have to somehow come 

up with every survival instinct and just hang here and 

hold on.  Maybe, maybe somehow I can climb my way 

out.  It is still how he can orchestrate and how the 

outcome of the situation and the moment could be of 

his own making.  But what he did not realize is that 

this is God's kind of situation always, is to be looking at 

us at moments where we are sitting and wondering 

what we could have done differently. 

And God tries to break through.  And how?  

The most unimaginable way.  The ones who finally 

give Joseph reprieve happen to be the Ishmaelites.  

You know who these Ishmaelites are, right.  In 



Abraham story remember Ishmael was kicked out, and 

Ishmael went, so angry.  It is his generation that 

comes by and rescues Joseph and takes him into 

Egypt.  That's a whole different story. 

You know, if life pans out just within the 

boundaries of our imagination, if life transpires in all 

that we can do is all that it is, that pit is a permanent 

place for us.  And the best you and I can do is to come 

up with survival strategies and think how we can be 

tough enough, feel guilty, self-pity.   

But there's a God who is at work, and there is a 

God who sits there shaking God's head and thinking, 

oh, my goodness, you again.  And there is a God who 

can take our lives beyond our imagination and our 

limitations, and in the most unseeming ways, help, 

nurture, and newness will come our way.   

Not because of what we can do, not because we 

are smart enough and tough enough, not because we 

made all the right contacts, not because we did 

everything right, not because we have enough guilt to 

get us through.  It is because God is constantly trying 

to change realities and to raise us out of this pit. 

What do you call that?  Grace.  Grace.  God's 

grace, God's abundant grace, God's everlasting 

grace.  God's nature is grace.  God's every day 

operation is grace.  And you and I, we live by grace.   

To God the honor, power, glory and majesty now 

and forever more.  Amen. 

(Hymn:  God Who Stretched the Spangled 



Heavens.)  

>>DEBBIE:  Please be seated.  There are so 

many people around us who are in need.  Those who 

have had medical, financial, relationship, or emotional 

problems.  We may not be able to cure all these 

needs, but with the help of all the many gifts that are 

shared here at Madison Avenue Christian Church, we 

can make a difference in people's lives.  Let us pray. 

God of all creation, we ask for you to bless the 

gifts of time, talents, and treasure that are given to this 

church that we may continue to be the good news of 

Jesus Christ well into the future.  Amen.  

>>CONGREGATION MEMBER:  Amen. 

(Collection of gifts.) 

(Doxology.) 

>>SIMON:  Please be seated.  We are about to 

partake in the elements that represent the broken 

body of Christ and the cup that we share.   

(Microphone malfunction.) 

Okay?  Are we on?  Yeah, we're on.  Let me 

get my rhythm back.  Okay. 

We are about to partake in the elements that 

represent the broken body of Christ and the cup that 

we share.  So we come to this table.  We come to this 

table.  Do we know who we are talking to?  Oh, 

anymore we need to know who we are talking to.   

This caller ID is this.  Yeah, we look at -- oh, 

yeah, that's the person, yeah.  That's a good call.  We 

need to know.  You know there used to be a time you 



just had to go see a doctor.  And you just go, and you 

have your complete trust in the person, the doctor.  

Not anymore.   

Now we Google the doctor and see what kind of 

doctor this person is, where did they go to school, 

what is their work record, how many surgeries they 

have done, how many surgeries have been successful.  

We want to know about our doctor.  We want to know 

about everything on the other side so that we would 

have informed moments on which we can trust or not 

trust.  That's pretty good. 

What do we know about this table?  You know 

today what you heard in the gospel was a fragment, 

the stories about Jesus walking on water in August.  If 

it was in January, it would have been possible.  It was 

in August.   

And when that happens, Jesus walks on water, 

the disciples are in a boat.  There is Peter.  And 

they're all scared.  They think it is a ghost.  And 

Jesus says:  Don't be afraid, it is I.  That's what Jesus 

says.  The one who invites us to this table says:  It is 

I. 

I think that's a poor translation.  What it 

is -- what it should say is:  It is I am.  What Jesus said 

was:  It is I am.  You know what that is?  That is what 

happens with Moses.  When Moses asks God:  What 

do I go tell pharaoh who sent me?  God said:  Go tell 

pharaoh it is I am who sent you, Moses. And it is I am 

who will deliver the people, Moses.  It is I am who will 



make the mountains tremble.  It is I am who will bring 

down pharaoh's chariots.  It is I am.  That is what 

Jesus said. 

Don't be afraid, it is I am.  That's who you're 

talking to when you come to this table, to the I am.  

The power beyond any power.  The one who can turn 

darkness to just another beautiful moment.  This is 

the God who is the maker, creator, sustainer of 

heaven and earth, the I am. 

So when you come to this table, come knowing 

that the one you are speaking to is the one who is 

above all other powers.  The gifts of God for the 

people of God.  Amen.  

>>CONGREGATION MEMBER:  Amen. 

(Hymn:  Spirit of God, Descend Upon my Heart.)  

>>LINDA:  This is Christ's table, but it is he who 

issues the invitation to it.  All are welcome.  Let us 

join in a prayer of thanksgiving for the elements. 

Dear God, here at this table you are not silent.  

We pray that we may hear you.  We pray that these 

elements may bring us together, may strike the 

divisiveness from our hearts, may open our hearts and 

our hearts and souls in recognition that we are all 

children of God.  We pray that these elements may 

strengthen hope within us and we pray that they 

nurture and guide us and remind us always that 

you -- that they are your grace, a way out of the pit. 

We pray these things in the name of your Son, 

Jesus Christ.  Amen.  



>>CONGREGATION MEMBER:  Amen. 

(Distribution of the elements.) 

>>DEBBIE:  Let us hear the words of institution 

from 1 Corinthians.  For I received from the Lord what 

I also handed on to you, that the Lord Jesus on the 

night he was betrayed took a loaf of bread and when 

he had given thanks, he broke it and said:  This is my 

body that is for you.  Do this in remembrance of me.   

In the same way he took the cup also after 

supper saying:  This is the cup of the new covenant in 

my blood.  Do this as often as you drink of it, in 

remembrance of me.  For as often as you eat this 

bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord's 

death until he comes.  Let us all drink together. 

>>LINDA:  We have come to our weekly time of 

invitation.  I can't see it from here but I expect a 

moment ago there was a slide with a picture of some 

people throwing water balloons at one another.  

That's from Shari's house last night.  And it's the 

invitation that I issued, no, not to throw water balloons 

at one another but to become part of this family, this 

church family that laughs together and loves together 

and strives to be the presence of Jesus Christ in this 

community.   

If you wish to join this congregation, you are 

invited to come forward during the singing of our 

closing hymn or to speak to one of the ministers or one 

of the elders.  Let us stand and sing How Firm a 

Foundation. 



(Hymn:  How Firm a Foundation.) 

>>SIMON:  And now may the peace of God that 

passeth all understanding abide with you now and 

always.  Amen.  

>>CONGREGATION MEMBER:  Amen.   

  


